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About This Game

Get ready for a brand new experience! Take control of a virtual organism, develop your moves and become one with the swarm
– then the game has only just begun. Swarm A 5d3b920ae0
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Really good game, graphics are simple but very cool. Gameplay is fast and furious. Original concept, shame that not many
people online to play against.. This game is absolutely fantastic. After a while of searching for a multiplayer, fast-paced action
game for a great price I came to this gem. The gameplay is fast but responsive and skillful, there isn't a moment where you feel
cheated by the controls. There's not a flaw in this game and you could easily kill hours playing this. Would recommend. It's also
a perfect price to gift a friend after you learn the skills then kick their butt.. Nice remake of the old fluid games. Has some extra
features I never saw in those though, like upgradable power-ups. They say the AI adapts to you play-style, but I haven't seen that
in practice yet.but that may just be me. Great game if you don't know what to do for the next 15 minutes.. Unusual but
interesting and visually appealing cosmic particle battle.. It's a game about hitting things with particles. That's your one sentence
elevator pitch right there. YOU HIT THINGS WITH PARTICLES. And it works. To a point. It's a really weird game because
when it works, when your play and the game come together and you're spinning around this arena with your swarm of particles
(hence "Swarm Arena") smacking the hell out of whatever comes your way, it feels tremendous. The way the music kinda syncs
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up with your actions and it feels like you're performing some sort of ballet of particle death and that, honestly, is really, really
something. But then you start to lose and a lose state in the game isn't quick and clean, it's the slow removal of your abililty to
play the game as your swarm gets wittled down and wittled down. It's not quite a walk of shame a la Ridiculous Fishing, it's
more that it seems like no-one could work out how to do this cleanly and fairly and just sort of went "that'll do". It wouldn't be
such a big sin if it didn't drag the game out and into a state where it's just not, briefly, enjoyable to play. It's like your overriding
memory of the last round isn't the bit where you're swooping round smacking everything with your particle army, it's the bit
where you're trapsing around trying to keep these two particles going to get a few extra points. It doesn't even feel like clinging
on desperately, just sort of "oh. well." Nevermind though because Swarm Arena is worth it for the moments where you are THE
PARTICLE KING and no-one wants to stop THE PARTICLE KING because THE PARTICLE KING has ALL the particles
and he'll particle up your face. Or something like that.. Deffinately worth the money.. Unusual but interesting and visually
appealing cosmic particle battle.. A Geometry Wars clone with 'multiplayer' elements. Instead of gaining weapon powerups you
search for drone powerups that can attack your opponent('s shield). It's very simple, and not really deep. But somewhat fun if
you have a couple of minutes to spare.
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